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Abstract

In the Servo Anesthesia project, at the division of Medical Electrical Engineering of the Eind
hoven University of Technology, a real-time expert system for assisting patient monitoring
and therapy is under development. In the present research we are concerned mainly with
monitoring of the breathing circuit, because a large percentage of anesthetic problems are
due to faults in artificial ventilators. The knowledge which is necessary for the patient mon
itoring knowiedge base can be elicited by different methods. We have chosen to simulate
the functioning and malfunctioning breathing circuit using the electrical circuit simu1ation
program PSpice to provide the necessary knowiedge.

Breathing systems had been previously modeled, but the models were incomplete and in
sufficient. The electrical models of the Ohmeda cirele system and the Siemens Servo 900
have been improved and various previously encountered problems have been solved. The new
PSpice models allow the user to monitor flow, pressure, and capnograms at every possible
location in the breathing circuits. Furthermore, the models of both breathing circuits have
been extended to simu1ate malfunctions such as obstructions, leaks, incompetent valves, and
exhausted CO2 absorber.

A comparison of the Ohmeda cirele system with the Gainesville Anesthesia Simulator during
normal functioning and malfunctions shows very good agreement. The results of the sim
u1ations of the Siemens Servo 900 are also in agreement with experimental measurements
performed at the University of Limburg.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Anesthesia, derived from the Greek words "an" and "aisthesis" , meaning the absence of
sensation, has given the possibility for surgeons to perform sophisticated operations in the
operating room [Webster, 1991]. General anesthesia is administered to induce analgesia (in
sensitivity to pain), amnesia (loss of memory), and muscle relaxation. Anesthetics (agents
that cause anesthesia) are applied to a patient by the anesthesiologist who is responsible for
the weU·being of the patient during the surgical procedure. The potential toxicity of the
anesthetics requires skillful anesthesiologists to administer these drugs in such doses so that
the patient's life is not in danger.

Anesthesiologists use a number of electrical and mechanical devices designed to provide phys
iologic monitoring to assess patient status, deliver auesthetic agents, and provide life support
fimctions. With these devices physiological parameters such as blood pressure, heart rate, ar
terial oxygen saturation, and end-tidal CO2 are measured continuously because they contain
significant information about the patient 's state. Critical situations can be detected by the
anesthesiologist and the necessary actions should then be taken to prevent hazards.

The emerging technology in recent years has had au impact on the monitors present in the
operating theater. The development of new devices which monitor previously wunonitored
variables has resulted in an anesthesia workplace packed with monitoring equipment and its
necessary chaotic web of tubing and wires. To decrease the information overload, each monitor
is equipped with its own type of alarm. During critical times in an operation, the variety of
alarms has an adverse effect on the concentration of the anesthesiologist [van der Aa, 1990].
In order to decrease the burden placed on the anesthesiologist, research is done in the division
of Medical Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology. Results of our
research group have been a blood pressure control system and an intelligent alarm system for
automatic ventilation [Blom, 1990], and [van der Aa, 1990].

During anesthesia, the respiration of the patient becomes depressed and inadequate through
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the paralysing effect of anesthetics. Controlled respiration is necessary for proper ventila
tion of the patient's lungs, and this is accQmpUshed by a mechanical ventilator. Although
anesthesia delivery today is safer than in the past, there is still room for improvement
[Watt et al., 1993]. This argument is strengthened when we know that in the United States
between 2000 to 5000 anesthetic deaths occur yearly. A large percentage of these casualties
are due to faults in the breathing circuits [Sittig & Orr, 1992], and [van der Aa, 1990, p. 2].

1.2 Project Objective

In the Servo Anesthesia project, the division of Medical Electrical Engineering at the Eind
hoven University of Technology is investigating to what extent automatic anesthesia is pos
sible, and the significance of automatic anesthesia. The Servo Anesthesia project is divided
into different sub-projects. In one of these sub-projects a real-time expert system for assisting
patient monitoring and therapy is under development. In our project we are concemed with
monitoring of the breathing circuit in particular, because as pointed out earlier, anesthesia
related deaths are mostly due to faults in the breathing circuits.

The "success" of the expert system is determined by the quality of the knowledge that is
incorporated. The knowledge which is necessary for the patient monitoring knowledge base
can be acquired by using three different methods.

The fust method is knowledge elicitation, i.e. transfer of knowledge between the domain
expert (anesthesiologist ) and the knowledge engineer by a series of lenghty and intensive
interviews. The disadvantages ofthis method are: the anesthesiologists usually have very little
time for the intense interviews; the expert 's knowledge is based on intuition and experience
which is not easily translated into expert system production rules [Watt et al., 1993], and
[Jackson, 1990]; faults in the breathing circuit cannot be introduced due to ethical reasons
and possible lethal results.

The second methad is to use a patient simulator which can be connected to a breathing circuit
as van der Aa has done [van der Aa, 1990]. This method has the advantage that all possible
and infrequent faults can he simulated. The knowledge leamed from these simulations can
then be used to build the knowledge base. Since the introduced faults are known, it is easier
to construct the production rules. The disadvantage of dus type of simulator is that it costs
much time and money because a patient simulator has to be developed and the price of
anesthesia equipment is high. Furthermore, there are various breathing circuits available on
the market, and each breathing circuit functions in a different way so faults will have different
effects.

The third method is the simulation of the breathing circuit using mathematical models based
on physical relations between gas fiows, pressures, and gas concentrations within the breath
ing circuit. Using this mathematical model, the signals which we are interested in can be
calculated, and faults which occur in ventilators can be simulated. The advantages of this
solution compared to the second method are: there is no limit to sensor locationj there is
no limit to the number of sensors; there are no artifacts; there are no extra costs of adding
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additiona! sensors, and there is no increase in the possibility of a sensor failure. However,
some time has to be devoted to the validation of the model.

Mathematica! models of the breathing systems can be simulated in a number of ways. The
fust one is to implement the equations in a high-level programming language such as Pas
ca! or C. The second method is to use a mathematica! simulation package such as TUTSIM
or SIMULINK. Although programming languages are sufficient to study respiratory models
of Otis [Otis et al., 1956] and Mead [Mead, 1969] composed of four electrica! elements, im
plementing differentia! equations with a computer program becomes a tedious job when the
system to be modeled consists of many elements. Furthermore, when another breathing cir
cuit has to be modeled, the time consuming program development has to be repeated. The
disadvantages of mathematica! simulation packages are that the models soon become complex
and alterations in the models are difficult to make.

The disadvantages of programming and using mathematica! simulation packages, as described
above, are overcome byelectrica! simulation programs. In the software market there are a
number of electrica.1 circuit simulators for different types of computers. The most popular
programs are SPICE, and its derivatives such as HSpice, IS.Spice, and PSpice. For PC's,
PSpice and MICRO-CAP TI are the popular electrical simulation programs. For our research
we have chosen PSpice, the PC version of SPICE, instead of MICRO-CAP for a number
of reasons. First of all, MICRO-CAP doesn't offer the ability to copy currents and voltages
ca!culated in one circuit to another circuit. This is an important feature which is necessary for
multiple modeling. Second, it is not possible to define subcircuits in MICRO-CAP. Finally, it
is not possible to implement variabie capacitors, an important component in the Slave models,
with MICRO-CAP.

Breathing circ1es were modeled by Öztan [Öztan, 1994] using PSpice, but a number of prob
lems were encountered. His models were not completed and inadequate. For example, in the
simulation of the Siemens Servo 900 ventilator unexplainable peaks were present in the flow
curves. The ventilator of the Ohmeda circ1e system had been modeled incorrectly. Further
more, the models describing the CO2 transport in both systems were not complete.

As a part of this research, the models designed by Öztan have been improved so that the ab
normality in the Siemens flow curve has disappeared. In the modeling process, Öztan's choice
for the electrica! equivalent of the bellows and ventilator combination was inappropiate; this
has been corrected. The electrical models ofthe breathing circuits have been extended to allow
the study of their behavior during nonnal operation and during a number of malfunctions.

1.3 Chapter Outline

In Chapter 2 the non-clinician will be introduced to respiratory mechanics. The various
electrica! models of the lungs will be discussed in the last section of this chapter.

Chapter 3 will describe the functioning and the components of the two breathing circuits, the
Ohmeda circle system and the Siemens Servo 900 ventilator. Furthermore, common ventilator
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faults in these two systems will he discussed.

Chapter 4 introduces the general-purpose electrical circuit simulation .program PSpice. The
algorithms used by this program are provided since this infonnation is usually not found in
the program reference manuals.

In Chapter 5 the e1ectrical models of the breathing circuits, which are implemented in PSpice,
are derived. The electrical models are based on the multiple model approach developed by
Beneken [Beneken & Rideout, 1968] and the fust version of the PSpice model by Öztan.

In Chapter 6 the results of our simulations are displayed. For comparison the measurements
done with the Gainesville Anesthesia Simulator and the laboratory experiments perfonned
at the University of Limburg, Maastricht, have been inc1uded. The discussions of the results
are given in the same section for convenience. Conclusions and recommendations are given
in Chapter· 7.



Chapter 2

Respiratory Mechanics

2.1 Introduction

The primary function of respiration is to supply the cells with oxygen and remove the carbon
dioxide, a waste product of metabolism. Respiration ean be divided into the following three
processes: pulmonary ventilation, external respiration, and internal respiration.

Pulmonary ventilation is the process by which gases are exchanged between the atmosphere
and alveoli. External respiration is the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between the
alveoli and pulmonary blood capillaries. The exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide between
tissue blood capillaries and tissue eells is called internal respiration.

2.2 The Physiology of the Respiratory System

The respiratory system consists of the nasal cavity, pharynx (throat), larynx (voice box),
trachea (windpipe), bronchi, and the lungs, as shown in Figure 2.1.

During inspiration fresh air enters the human body through the mouth or nose. In the nose,
the ineoming air is warmed, moistened, and filtered. The pharynx is a funnel shaped tube
about 13 cm long and its functions are to serve as a passageway for air and rood, and to
provide a resonating chamber for speech sounds. The larynx which contains the vocal cords,
is a short passageway that eonnects the pharynx with the trachea. The trachea is a tubular
passageway for air about 2.5 cm in diameter and 12 cm in length. It extends from the larynx
to the upper boundary of the chest, where it bifurcates into the right and left primary bronchi.
Each bronchus enters into the eorresponding lung and divides like the branches of a tree into
smaller branches.

The lungs are eone-shaped organs suspended in the thoracic cavity. Each lung is enclosed
and protected by a thin membrane called the pleura. The inner layer, the visceral pleura,
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Nasal caVity--c~~~~

Hf---Pharynx

Figure 2.1: The organs of the respiratory system (modified from Ref. [Tortora & Anagnos
takos, 1970, p. 555]).

covers the lungs and the outer layer, the parietal pleura, is attached to the thoracic wall. In
the small space between the visceral and parietal pleura, the pleural cavity, a small amount
of lubrieating fluid is present. This fluid allows the lungs and the lobes of the lungs to slide
over each other and on the chest wall easily during breathing [Tortora & Anagnostakos, 1970,
pp. 565-575].

2.3 Modeling of the Respiratory System

The lung is a mechanically passive organ. It is driven by the movements of the chest wall
and the diaphragm. The mechanical situation is analogous to that of a rubber balloon held
inflated by the difference between the pressures applied over its surface and its mouth. In
order to derive the electrical model of the respiratory system, we will fust investigate the
pressure and volume relationships of the respiratory system under statie conditions and then
under dynamic conditions.

When the volume of gas in the lungs and airways is kept constant, so that flow is zero, then
the pressure related to flow resistance is zero. The remaining pressures form the following
pressure balance:

Peq +Pmu8 =~ +Pth (2.1)

where Peq is the pressure due to an extemal device (e.g. au artificial ventilator), and Pmu8 is
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the pressure developed by the respiratory muscles. ~ and Pth are respectively the pressures
due to elastic, surface, and gravitational forces operating on the lungs and chest wall.

When the muscles are completely relaxed in the event of anesthesia, Pmus becomes equal to
zero, and equation 2.1 may be rewritten as

Peq = ~ +Ptn = Prs

where Prs is the pressure developed by the tota! respiratory system.

(2.2)

The externa1ly applied pressure Peq for developing the statie Pressure-Volume (PV) curve
for the tota! respiratory system ean he expressed as the difference in pressures hetween the
airway opening Pao and the body surface Pbs (see Fig. 2.2), i.e.

(2.3)

Figure 2.2: The pressures present in the respiratory system.

The statie pressure developed by the lungs ean be measured in terms of the pressure applied to
the lungs Pt when the volume is held constant. The transpulmonary pressure is the pressure
difference between that of the a!veolar gas Pal., and that of the pleura! surface Ppl

~ = Palv - Pplo (2.4)

Alveolar pressure is equivalent to the pressure at the airway opening if the airway between
the mouth and the alveolus is open and there is no air flow

(2.5)
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The transchest-wall pressure Pth when the muscles are relaxed is the difference in pressure
between the plE..!wal pressure and the pressure at the body surface

(2.6)

The chest wall component of the applied pressure can be obtained indirectly by the difference
between the pressure applied to the total respiratory system and the lungs

Pth = (Pao - Pb") - (Pao - Ppl)

= Ppl- Pb'"

(2.7)

The pressure-volume curve ror the total respiratory system can be derived hy adding the lung
and thorax curves, as depicted in Figure 2.3.

+100
Vl [OIo of TLC] I

80

-3 -2 -1 o 2 3 4
P [kPa]

---+

Figure 2.3: Pressure-Volume curves ror the chest wall, lung, and total respiratory system.
Pth = trans-chest-wall pressurej Pr " = trans-respiratory system pressure; ~ = transpul
monary pressure.

In order to simplify the model, the pressure-volume curves in Figure 2.3 can be linearized.
hl the tidal breathing range, the 11 range above the end-resting tidal volume point of the PV
curve, the gradient of the two curves are the same. The effect of the active inspiration and
expiration are shown in Figure 2.4.

The relationship between the thorax volume and pressure can he derived by using Fig. 2.4:

(2.8)

Likewise, the relationship hetween lung volume and pressure can be derived

(2.9)
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p..

-3 -2 -1 o 2 3 4
P [kPa]-.

Figure 2.4: Linearized pressure-volume curves for the thorax, lung, and total respiratory
system.

Cth and Cl are the gradients of the pressure-volume curves in Fig. 2.4, and are respectively
called the thorax compliance and lung compliance. Often the gradients are approximately
equal, hence

(2.10)

The compliance of the total respiratory system, lung and thorax are related as follows
[Dupuis, 1986]:

111-=-+-.
Crs Cl C th

(2.11)

In the derivation of the compliance of the respiratory system, statie conditions with zero flow
of gas into or out of the lungs were assumed. In order to derive the total respiratory system
resistance Rrs we will consider dynamic conditions.

When gas flows through a tube, a pressure gradient can be observed between the ends of the
tube. This gradient is a measure of the resistance R to the passage of the gas through the
tube. If the flow is smooth and orderly, and the lines of flow are parallel to the wa1ls of the
tube then the flow is laminar. Hence, the Hagen-Poiseuille law can be applied, which states
that [Roest, 1987]:

(2.12)

where AP is the pressure gradient aeross the tube, iJ is the viscosity of the gas, L is the
length of the tube, V is the volume flowrate, and r is the radius of the tube.

The pressure drop along the tube is directly proportional to the fiowrate of the gas:

AP= RV. (2.13)
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Pu1monary resistance RI can be separated into airway resistance Raw and lung tissue (viscous)
resistançe Rti

(2.14)

The total respiratory system resistance is equal to pu1monary resistance plus thorax resistance

(2.15)

Lung tissue resistance and thorax resistance are relatively smal!. Airway resistance, on
the other hand, accounts for approximately 80% of the total respiratory system resistance
(Kirby et al., 1977, p. 226].

Airway resistance is defined as the pressure drop between the airway opening and the alveoli
divided by the flowrate (Dupuis, 1986]

R _ Pao - Pa/v
aw - V (2.16)

The pu1monary resistance is equal to the driving pressure across the airway and lung tissue
divided by flow

R
_ Pao-Ppl

1- .
V

(2.17)

Taking the pressure drop into consideration, the pressure difference between alveoli and mouth
becomes

(2.18)

The above equation is analogous to the equation for the potential difference across a series
circuit (see Fig. 2.5) of an e1ectrical resistance and an electrical capacitance (Eq. 2.19)

E = IR + ~ JI dt. (2.19)

~IR

+0----...,

1
E

1c~
-~

Figure 2.5: Electrical representation of the respiratory system.
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2.4 Alternative Electrical Models of the Lungs

In recent years several studies of the breathing mechanics have been published. Most of these
electrical models are based on simple considerations of the physiologica! model. The models
described in the literature can be classified as follows:

• Linear, stationary, one-compartment models.

• Linear with more than one parallel compartment models, and

• Non-linear stationary models.

The one-compartment models were widely used by physiologists and physicians because of
their simplicity, but these models are not capable of explaining the impedance data from
patients with lung diseases [Eyles & Pinunel, 1981]. The parallel compartment models have
been proposed to account for the time constant discrepancies between the compartments
in pathological subjects [Eyles & Pinunel, 1981]. The non-linear models of the ventilatory
system have been suggested to explain the non-homogenous properties of the respiratory
system which may cause uneven distribution ofventilation, and the compression of the airways
[Barbini, 1982].

The one-compartment model of the lungs, as shown in Fig. 2.5, has been used in this study
because we are concerned with the modeling of the breathing circuits and the errors which
can occur in these, rather than with lung physiology.

Otis and Mead were the pioneers in the modeling of respiratory mechanics. They have
suggested different linear two-compartment models of the respiratory system. The Otis model,
as shown in Fig. 2.6 (a), has two parallel resistance-capacitor combinations (Rl-Cl and RT

Cz) which represent the two lungs [Otis et al., 1956]. However, in Mead's model (see Fig.
2.6 (b)) the resistance Rl is interpreted as the centra! airways resistance, and capacitor Cl
parallel with Rz-Cz are interpreted respectively as an airway and parenchymal compartment
[Mead, 1969].

R,

~C2

Figure 2.6: (a) Otis's and (b) Mead's electrical model ofthe respiratory system.
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Chapter 3

Artificial Ventilation

3.1 Introduction

Artificial ventilation of animals dates back to 1555 when Andreas Vesalius demonstrated that
life could be preserved by inflation of the lungs with a bellows while the animal's chest was
open. Until a century ago, the maintenance of life while the human chest was open posed
serious problems. When the chest was opened, the lungs would immediately collapse, the pa
tient's respiration would become laboured, the mediastinum1 would begin to 'flap intensely',
and the circulation would become hindered. It was impossible for a surgeon to carefully and
unhurriedly perfonn an operation. This problem was called the 'pneumothorax problem' and
it arose from the difficulties surgeons had in the intubation of the human larynx. This problem
was solved by the introduction ofthe direct-vision laryngoscope by Alfred Kirstein in 1895 and
the development of the cuffed endotracheal tube. The introduction of the negative-pressure
charnber by Ernst Ferdinand Sauerbruch in 1904 was another solution to the 'pneumotho
rax problem'; it avoided the complications encountered during the intubation of the human
larynx. However, enclosing the patient in a cabinet intricated nursing procedures. Due to
significant developrnents in positive-pressure ventilation, negative-pressure ventilation lost
ground [Mushin et al., 1980, pp. 184- 199].

Nowadays, there are four different types ofbreathing systems, classified as shown in Table 3.1.

In the next two sections the functioning of two breathing circuits which have been modeled
in this study are explained. The occuring ventilator faults are discussed in the last section of
this chapter. FUrthermore, the faults monitored in four different Intelligent Alarm Systems
is tabulated for comparison.

lThe mediastinum is the dividing membrane between thc right and lcft lung.
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Open No No
Semi-open Yes No
Semi-closed Yes Yes, partial
Closed Yes Yes, complete

Table 3.1: Classification of Anesthetic Breathing Systems (Taken from
[Dorsch & Dorsch, 1975, p. 152]).

I Breathing System I Reservoir Bag I Rebreathing2 I

3.2 The Ohmeda Circle Breathing Circuit

The circle breathing system which is the most popular breathing circuit in the United States,
borrows its name from the fact that the assembied components form a circle [Dorsch & Dorsch,
1975, p. 186]. The set up ofthe Ohmeda circle breathing circuit is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fresh Gas

/,nlet

f--+---B--;"";~
Spill
Valve

Inspiratory
Valve

I

Endotracheal
Tube ..........

./'
Inflalable
Cuff

Trachea

Figure 3.1: The Ohmeda circle breathing system.

The circle breathing system is composed of the following parts:

Fresh gas inlet The point at which fresh gas consisting of a mixture of oxygen, nitrous
oxide, and volatile anesthetic agent enters the breathing system.

U nidirectional valves The two valves promote the flow of gas toward the patient in one
tubing (the inspiratory tubing) and away from the patient in the other (the expiratory tubing).
These valves consist of a rubber, metal or plastic disc that sits on the valve seat, see Fig. 3.2.
It is covered with a transparent plastic dome to allow visual inspection of disc movement.

2The term "rebreathing" refers to intentiona! rebreathing of exhaled air scrubbed of its C02 content.
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Gas entering the valve in the forward direction raises the disc from its seat and passes under
the plastic dome a.nd on through the breathing circuit. A pin is present to prevent the disc
from becoming dislodged. Reverse flow of gas is blocked by the disco

Valve Disc

alve Seat

r.=====:1\
L..=:=======::::.J To Patient

Figure 3.2: The unidirectional valve of the Ohmeda cirele system.

Breathing tubes The corrugated tubes fonn the inspiratory and expiratory limbs of the
system. Breathing tubes are composed of rubber or polyethylene, and they provide a flexible,
low resistance connection from one part of the system to another.

Y-Piece The Y-piece is used to join the inspiratory and expiratory tubes to the endotracheal
tube adaptor.

Endotracheal tube The endotracheal tube is a cuffed plastic tube placed in the trachea to
insufflate the patient 's lungs, see Fig. 3.3. The infiatable cuff, located at the distal end of
the endotracheal tube, forms an airtight seal between the patient 's trachea and the breathing
circuit when inflated. Besides enabling gas flow into and out of the lungs without a leak, it
also prevents aspiration of stomach contents, saliva, and blood.

Inflating Tube

Figure 3.3: The endotracheal tube.

Carbon dioxide absorber A transparent camster contains an absorbent that eliminates
the CO2 present in the passing through gas. The two absorbents in common use today are
soda lime (a mixture of sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide, a.nd calcium hydroxide) a.nd
barium hydroxide [Dorsch & Dorsch, 1975, p. 186]. The carbonic acid fonned by the reaction
of carbon dioxide with water present in the absorbent is neutralized by the absorbent. The
end products are water and a carbonate. Acids or bases whose color depends on the hydrogen
ion concentration are added to soda lime to indicate exhaustion ofthe absorbent. The canister
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is made of glass or transparent plastic to enable the anesthesiologist to observe color changes
of the absorbent.

Bellows The bellows allows accumulation of gas during expiration so that a reservoir of gas is
available for the patient's next inspiration. This pennits rebreathing, and allows greater econ
omy of anesthetic gases. The flexible bellows is driven by the ventilator. During inspiration
the working pressure on the bellows generates a constant flow of gas to the patient.

Spill valve The spill valve releases excess gas from the breathing system to a scavenging
system of the hospital, see Fig. 3.4. The maximum attainable pressure in the system can be
altered by adjusting the valve.

From Exhalatien Side
of co, Absorber

Figure 3.4: The spill valve.

Ohmeda 5200 CO2 monitor The carbon dioxide concentration in the breathing circuit is
measured at the Y- piece by the Ohmeda 5200 CO2 monitor. The capnogram, the inspired
CO2 and the tidal CO2 are displayed on the monitor.

Ohmeda 5500 pressure monitor The airway pressure is measured at the inspiratory limb
of the breathing circuit by the Ohmeda 5500 manometer.

Ohmeda 5410 volume monitor The exhaled tidal volume is measured by a spirometer
located in the expiratory limb ofthe breathing circuit. Two optical sensors detect the direction
of flow from the rotation of a turbine.

During inspiration, the mechanical ventilator forces a volume of gas out of the bel10ws with
a constant flow, through the CO2 absorber. The CO2 in the inspired gas is eliminated by
the absorber, and the gas enters the inspiratory limb of the circuit. Here the inspiratory gas
is joined by the continuously fiowing fresh gas coming from the hospital anesthesia machine
or from gas supply tanks. The gases pass through the Y.piece to the endotracheal tube and
into the lungs of the patient. At the end of inspiration, when the desired volume has been
delivered, the positive pressure in the ventilator is removed allowing exhalation to commence.
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During expiration, the expanded lungs exhale passively into the bellows. The inspiratory
val.ve prevents the gas from flowing through the inspiratory limbo The expired gas therefore
fiows through the expiratory limb, via the unidirectional expiratory valve and toward the
ventilator hose. The expiratory flow is joined by the fresh gas, and together they make their
way through the ventilator hose back into the bellows. When the bellows is filled completely,
the spill valve allows excess gas to escape. Pollution of the operation room with anesthetic
gases is prevented by drawing the excess gas into the scavenging system.

3.3 The Siemens-Elema Servo Ventilator 900

The Siemens Servo ventilator 900 is an open breathing system which can operate as either a
constant or nonconstant flow generator. The set up of the Servo ventilator 900 is shown in
Fig. 3.5.

Pressure
Transducer

Expiratory
Flow
Transducer

Expiratory
Valve

Figure 3.5: The Siemens Servo Ventilator 900 (modified from Ref. [Siemens Man., 1985]).

The Servo ventilator 900 is composed of the following parts:

Inspiratory valve The inspiratory valve is operated by a stepping motor via the logarithmi
cally slotted cam, and the lever arm, see Fig. 3.6. Interruption of the light beam between the
miniature lamp and photo detector in the plastic case by the cam screen generates the control
signals for the electronics unit. When the stepping motor is operated by the electronic unit,
the ball bearing at the end of the lever arm travels in the slot. The lever arm then squeezes
or opens the inspiratory valve tube. The time needed to fully close the valve from the fully
open position is approximately 0.1 seconds.

Expiratory valve The operation of the expiratory valve is different from that of the inspi
ratory valve. The electromagnet activated by the electronic unit pulls the lever arm which
squeezes the silicon rubber tube against a fixed arm, see Fig. 3.7. The valve is fully opened
when the supply current to the magnet is removed by the spring connected to the lever.

Flow transducers The two flow transducers in the inspiratory and expiratory limb of the
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ventilator have the same construction. The gas flow through the transducer is divided into
two parallel channe1s, a large (main) channe1, and a small (me~1!rIDg) c;h~nel, !!~ Fig. 3.8.
The flow resistance of the mesh wire net in the main channel causes a certain proportion of

Silicone Rubber Tube

Movable
---+H-~I

Lever Arm

Bali -------:o~~
Bearing

Stepping
Motor ......;;..-~'..;;:;:::' I

Stepping
Motor
Assembly

Bali Bearing
Travelling in Slot

Figure 3.6: The inspiratory valve ofthe Servo 900 (modified from Ref. [Siemens Man., 1985]).

Fixed Arm PC BoardS

Pull Magnet

Figure 3.7: The expiratory valve ofthe Servo 900 (modified from Ref. [Siemens Man., 1985]).
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the gas to flow through the measuring charme!. The gas flowing in the measuring channel
acts on a small meta1 disc ("flag"), which, via a metal pin, presses on a semiconductor strain
gauge. The resistance change is measured in a Wheatstone bridge on the preamplifier printed
circuit board. The output of the preamplifier is a non-linear measurement of the flow. The
inspiratory and expiratory flow signals are linearized by separate circuits.

Mesh-wire Net

Figure 3.8: The flow transducer of the Servo 900 (modified from Ref. [Siemens Man., 1985]).

Pressure transducer The pressure transducer is connected to the inspiratory gas charmel via
a plastic tube and a bacteria-proof filter, which protects the transducer from contamination,
see Fig. 3.9. The gas pressure acts upon a silicone rubber membrane into which the strain
gauge is moulded. The strain gauge is connected to a Wheatstone bridge, whose output
voltage is proportiona1 to the gas pressure. The measured gas pressure is displayed on the
panel meters, and it is a1s0 used for regulation of the inspiratory valve during spontaneous
breathing.

The gases delivered by a gas mixing device to the high-pressure inlet of the ventilator flow
through a disposable filter to the concertina bag. In the bellows the pressure of the gas
is held constant by the tension of the spring system which can be adjusted by the working
pressure contro!. Once the ventilator is signaled to deliver the tidal volume, the spring system
compresses the bellows and starts to deliver the gas mixture to the patient. During the
inspiratory phase the gas flows through the inspiratory flow sensor and the inspiratory va1ve
to the patient, while the expiratory va1ve is c1osed. The ventilator operates as a constant-flow
generator during this phase. Mer a time determined by the combination of the settings
of the electronic 'breaths/min' control, and the 'inspiratory time %', the inspiratory va1ve
doses. During the inspiratory pause, whose length is determined by the settings of the
'breaths/min' control, and the inspiratory 'pause time %' control, both the inspiratory and
expiratory valves are c1osed. After this pause, the expiratory va1ve opens and the expired
gas flows through the expiratory flow sensor, and the one-way valve to atmosphere. The
expiratory phase continues until the end of the respiratory cyc1e, set by the 'breaths/min'
control, has elapsed and the inspiratory and expiratory valves are reversed [Kirby et al., 1977,
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Airway
Pressure

Preamplifier Board
PC 360

Figure 3.9: The pressure transducer of the Servo 900 (modified from
Ref. [Siemens Man., 1985]).

pp. 617-619], [Mushin et al., 1980, pp. 770-775].

3.4 Monitoring the Artificial Ventilation

The patient is monitored by the anesthesiologist to avoid potential hazards to the patient.
The anesthesiologist's sense of hearing, sight, smell, and touch are rus primary resources to
monitor a patient [van der Aa, 1990, p. 17]. In addition to rus senses the anesthesiologist uses
a number of monitoring equipment to gain a better insight in the state of the patient. The
minimal monitoring standards defined and adapted by the American Society of Anesthesiol
ogists states that "The patient's oxygenation, ventilation, circulation, and temperature shall
be continuous evaluated" [van der Aa, 1990, p. 21]. Ensuring adequate ventilation requires
the evaluation of qualitative clinical signs. The use of a spirometer, and a capnameter to
respectively measure the volume of expired gas and CO 2 partial pressure is recommended.

3.4.1 Circle Breathing System

In the circle breathing system the following three signa1s are measured:
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Airway pressure The airway pressure is measured. at the patient site of the inspiratory
valve by the Ohmed.a 5500 manometer.

Expiratory flow The expiratory flow is measured at the patient site of the expiratory valve
by the Ohmeda 5410 volume monitor.

Capnogram The partial pressure of CO2 is measured at the end of the endotracheal tube
by the Ohmeda 5200 CO2 monitor.

The waveforms measured in the circle breathing circuit are shown in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: The wavefonns measured in the Ohmeda circle system. (a) Akway pressure, (b)
expiratory flow,and (c) capnogram.

3.4.2 Siemens Servo Ventilator 900

With the Siemens Servo ventilator five signals are measured and they are as follows:

Airway pressure The airway pressure is measured at the patient site of the inspiratory
valve.

Y -piece pressure The pressure at the intersection of the Y-piece branches is measured by
an extema! manometer.

Inspiratory flow The inspiratory flow is measured interna11y by the Servo ventilator.

Expiratory flow The expiratory flow is measured at the patient site of the expiratory valve.

Capnogram The partial pressure of CO2 is measured at the end of the endotracheal tube.
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In this research we have only considered the airway pressure, the expiratory flow, and the
capnogram because these signals are also measured in the Ohmeda circle system. The relevant
waveforms are shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: The waveforms measured in the Siemens Servo 900 system. (a) Airway pressure,
(b) expiratory flow, and (c) capnogram.

When we compare the above signals with the signals measured with the Ohmeda circle system
shown in Fig. 3.101 then we can notice the end-inspiratory pause in the Siemens pressure
signal.

3.5 Breathing System Faults

Although there has been a great improvement in breathing systems, unfortunately faults in
breathing systems can still occur. These faults are due to improper design or human error or
unpredictable factors. The faults in breathing circuits can be c1assified as follows:

Leaks Leaks in tubes usually develop at an interconnection point of the different parts of
the system. A crack in a connector can develop into a leak. Smallieaks may not have
serious consequences but there is a possibility that it may become a larger leak or a
disconnection. Au endotracheal tube leak is caused by the insufticient infiation of the
infiatable cuff at the end of the endotracheal tube.

Disconnections The large number of connections in the Ohmeda circle system makes it
prone to incorrect assembly, which increases the possibility of discOIUlections [van der
Aa, 1990, p. 75].

Obstructions Obstructed tubes prevent the flow of gas to or from the patient, thereby
decreasing ventilation. Extremely high gas pressures as a result of an obstruction or a
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stuck valve eau also eause complications for the patient.

Incompetent valves Passive valves eau remain stuck in the open position as a result of
electrostatics, foreign material or hwnidity in the circuit, which eau lead to rebreathing
of carbon dioxide. This type of malfunction is the most common with the unidirectional
valves of the Ohmeda circle system [van der Aa, 1990, p. 76].

Channeling Channeling refers to the passage of carbon dioxide through low-resistauce path
ways in the absorber, bypassing the bulk of the absorbent [Dorsch & Dorsch, 1975, p.
189]. It is caused by loose packing of the COz absorbent aud/of faulty design of the
absorber canister. Channeling cau result in inadequate CO z absorption.

Exhausted COz absorber An exhausted absorbent cau result in rebreathing of carbon
dioxide by the patient.

Ventilator fallure The mechanical ventilator may fail to cyde due to electrical or mechan
ical fallures.

Other malfunctions Other possible faults are insufficient fresh gas flow setting, hypoxic
mixtures and inadequate amOlUlts of gases in the backup tanks.

A number of researchers [van der Aa, 1990], [Loeb et al., 1989], [Brunner et al., 1989], and
[Orr, 1991] have developed Intelligent Alarm systems to assist the anesthesiologist in moni
toring. The various faults monitored by these Intelligent Alarm systems are listed for eom
parison in Table 3.2. An "X" indicates that the fault is monitored and "N.A." denotes that
the fault is not applicable for that system.
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Table 3.2: A comparison of the various Intelligent Alarm Systems and the Detected Faults.

Detected Fault Name of researchers
v.d. AaL Orr l LoebL Brunner4:

Leak inspiratory hase X3 X
Leak expiratory hase X3 X
Leak Y-piece X4 X
Leak ventilator hose X3

Leak CO2 canister X
Leak endotracheal tube cuff X3 X X
Leak fresh gas flow hase X
Large leak, distal to Y-piece X
Disconnect inspiratory hose X X::' X
Disconnect expiratory hose X X X
Disconnect Y-piece X X::' Xl> X
Disconnect ventilator hose X
Disconnect endotracheal tube cuff X X
Disconneet fresh gas flow hose X X
Obstruction inspiratory hose X71S X7 X X7

Obstruction expiratory hose X'IS X XI X'{
Obstruction distal to Y-piece X X
Obstruction ventilator hose X X
Obstruction endotracheal tube X7 X
Obstruction of fresh gas hose X
Incompetent inspiratory valve X X X9
Incompetent expiratory valve X X Xlo/
Very small tidal volume X
Expiratory CO2 level toa high/low XlU X
Inspiratory O2 content too low X
Exhausted CO2 absorber X X9 N.A.
Expiratory flow transducer obstructed X
CO2 analyzer overdriven X
Power failure X
Ventilator unstable X
No trigger X
Ventilator cycle failure X X
Gas supply failure X
Oxygen cylinder empty X
Low oxygen pipeline pressure X
N O2 cylinder empty X
Low N O2 pipeline pressure X
Inadequate scavenger vacuum X
Excessive scavenger vacuum X
High end-tidal anesthetic X
Cardiac arrest X
Esophageal intubation X
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In our project we have considered the fol1owing possible faults in the breathing circuits:

• Leaks in inspiratory and expiratory hoses

• Leak in Y-piece

• Obstruction in inspiratory and expiratory hoses

• Obstruction in Y-piece

• Incompetent valves

• Exhausted carbon dioxide absorber

The electrical models we have developed to simu1ate the above listed faults are discussed in
section 5.5.

1 Circle Breathing System
2Siemens Servo Ventilator 900C
3SmalljLarge distinetion
4SmalljNormaljLarge distinction
lSNot specific detection
6Position information
7SmalljNormal distinction
8Srnallobstruction not detected
9No distinction between the three detected faults

100nly too high CO2 level is detected
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Chapter 4

PSpice

4.1 Introduction

SPICE, Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis, is a general-purpose circuit
simulation program developed at the University ofCalifornia (UC), Berkeley in the early 1970s
for mainframe computers. SPICE contains models for common circuit elements and is capable
of performing various analyses of electronic circuits, such as dc analysis, ac analysis, time
domain analysis, frequency-domain analysis, and noise analysis. In the mid 1980s, MicroSim
introduced the PC-version of the Berkeley SPICE, PSpice, which uses the same algorithms
as SPICE2, the improved version of SPICEl (Rashid, 1995, pp. 1-4]. In this research the
time-domain, transient analysis feature of PSpice is used.

This chapter explains how the simulator PSpice works, how a system matrix is built from the
elements of the input file, and how it is solved. Furthermore, the numeric integration routines
and the timestep control algorithm used in the transient analysis are explained.

4.2 Transient Analysis in PSpice

PSpice is a generaJ.-purpose circuit program that can be applied to simulate and calculate
the performance of electrical and electronic circuits. A circuit is described to a computer by
using a file called the circuit file1

. The following are specified in the circuit file:

• circuit elements

• circuit nodes

• element va1ues

lIn the Microsoft Windows version of PSpice, Design Center, circuits can be designed using a graphical
circuit editor.

37
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• element model

• voltage or current, dependent or independent sources

• types of analysis (dc, ac, transient, frequency-domain, or noise)

• output variables (voltage across a device or current through a device)

• PSpice output commands (print tables or plots(line printer plots or Probe plots))

• format of output file

PSpice starts the transient analysis by transfonning the circuit into a set of nodal equations
which describe the elements in the circuit. During the bias point2 calculation, the capacitors
are modeled as open circuits and the circuit inductors are modeled as short circuits. The
instant after the bias point has been found, the capacitors and inductors are restored to the
circuit and immediately assume the voltages established by the De bias point calculation.
Nonlinear and charge-storage elements are reduced to simplified linear equivalent circuits
before being entered in the system equations [Kielkowski, 1994, pp. 20-25]. These simplifi
cations are necessary because the system matrices only accept linear I-V relationships. The
linear equivalent circuit is determined from the voltage bias of the non-linear device. At each
step in an analysis, PSpice uses the linear equivalent circuit to represent the device as it is
operating at that voltage bias. As the simulation progresses, the linearized equivalent circuit
of each nonlinear and charge-storage element is recalcu1ated, to refiect the nonlinear behavior
of the circuit.

The system equations are represented in a set of system matrices as shown in equation 4.1

(4.1)

The conductance array G represents the linear relationship between voltage and current for
every element in the circuit. The values in the conductance array are determined from the
element values. As mentioned above, nonlinear elements and charge-storage elements are
represented in the conductance array by their linear equivalent circuits. The voltage array
V is the solution array and represents the node voltages of the circuit. The current array I
represents the independent branch currents generated from the current sources settings and
active devices. The values in the conductance and current arrays are used to determine the
next set of solution voltages in the voltage array.

PSpice uses a fast and efficient method, called matrix construction by inspection, to develop
the system matrix. As each element is read from the input circuit file and the nodes con
nected to the element are defined, the matrix is built. Matrix construction by inspection

2The bias point of the circuit describes the state of the circuit at time T = 0 during the transient analysis.
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builds the sytem matrix with the aid of predefined element templates. These templates de
scribe the position in the conductance and current arrays for the device. Furthermore, the
template determines whether the three matrices need to be expanded to add additional nodes
for new elements. The system matrix expands as more elements are read from the input
file. Each circuit element which can be simulated in PSpice has its own element template.
[Kielkowski, 1994, pp.27-29] For example, the template of the linearized diode illustrated in
Fig. 4.1 is shown in equation 4.2.

v.o-----,----,

Figure 4.1: The linear equivalent circuit of a diode.

(4.2)

Where Gd is the dynamic diode conductance, Va is the anode voltage, Vb is the cathode
voltage, and I eq is the equivalent current.

Once the conductance and current arrays have been filled, PSpice solves the node voltage
values in the voltage array by using the Newton-Raphson algorithm [Kielkowski, 1994, pp.
31-32]. At each timepoint in the transient analysis, PSpice goes through a series of Newton
Raphson iterations. The starting point for the transition iterative search is the previous set
of node voltages from the last solution timepoint. The iterative process continues until the
difference between iterative voltage values is less than the error tolerance for every node of
the circuit, or the number of iterations exceeds a limit. If the iterative node voltages have
not fulfilled the error tolerance requirements before PSpice exceeds the iteration limit, PSpice
aborts the simulation and proclaims the nonconvergence error message. After the transient
analysis is complete, PSpice prints the specified solution points in the output in either tabular
or graphical form.

4.3 Numerical Integration in PSpice

Numerical integration is used in PSpice to calculate the currents through and voltages across
respectively capacitors and inductors as a function of time. PSpice uses either the trape
zoida1 or Gear-2 numerical integration algorithms. But unlike SPICE, PSpice does not offer
the user an option to manually select the integration method. By default, PSpice starts a
transient analysis with trapezoidal numeric integration. As the simulation progresses, the
integration routines in PSpice look for the numerica1 conditions which might induce trape-
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zoidal oscillation3
• Ir the conditions for trapezoidal oscillation occur, PSpice automatica1ly

changes to Ge&r-2 intl;!gJ"l;l.tiQ!). b~fQrl;! thl;! QsçillÇl,tiQ!). begÎDS [Kielkow~ki,_1994, p. 1.25]. The
Gear-2 integration method estimates the value of the function at time t + 1 with the infor
mation from the present solution point and two past solution points as shown in equation 4.3
[Kielkowski, 1994, p. 98].

4 1 2
Y(t + 1) = -Y(t) - -Y(t - 1) + - . h . dY(t + 1)

3 3 3
(4.3)

The authors of SPICE origina1ly chose the trapezoidal integration as the default integration
method. The trapezoidal method is a good choice because the trapezoidal method tends to
produce the most accurate resu1t on the type offunctions most often seen in electronic circuits.
Furthermore, the trapezoidal method is also faster to evaiuate than the Gear-2 integration
method [Kielkowski, 1994, p. 112].

4.4 Dynamic Timestep Control Algorithm

In the first versions of SPICE, CANCER and SPlCE1, a constant timestep control was used,
and this brought two problems. First, circuits with large, fast voltage and current transitions
often failed to converge at the switch point. Reducing the step size did solve the noncon
vergence problem but at the same time created another problem: extreme1y long simulation
times. The second problem with constant timestep contr01 is re1ated to the numeric integra
tion algorithms. The error introduced by these algorithms is proportional to the transition
rate of circuit voltages and currents [Kielkowski, 1994, p. 128]. Therefore, the users had to
choose either a slow, accurate siInulation or a fast, inaccurate one.

(4.4)STEP = transient duration
50

For PSpice adynamic timestep control, Local Truncation Error (LTE) timestep control,
algorithm was written. This algorithm decreases the step size when the circuit approaches
a rapid transition to avoid nonconvergence and maintain accuracy through the transition
region, and increases the step size when the circuit begins to stabilize 50 that the simulation
can be concluded faster. In the beginning of the transient analysis, PSpice uses equation
4.4 to compute the first transient timepoint. After the computation of the fust timepoint,
the local truncation error timestep control algorithm monitors and adjusts the size of the
timestep.

The local truncation error routine uses a equation 4.5 to adjust the timestep from the calcu
lated local truncation error LTE(T) at time T.

STEP(T+1) =
TRTOL·(RELTOL· 11 c(T)I+ ABSTOL)

MAX (ABSTOL, LTE(T))
(4.5)

3Trapezoidal oscillation is a phenomenon which occurs because of small eigenvalues of the circuit and large
timesteps. Trapezoidal oscillation is not due to components in the circuit, but is an erroneous result of the
numeric integration algorithm [Kielkowski, 1994, p. 109].
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In the above equation, ABSTOL is the absolute error tolerance for currents, RELTOL is the
re1ative accuracy of all the voltages and currents. TRTOL is a compensation for the poor
estimate of truncation error, and has a value of 7 [Kielkowski, 1994, p. 178, p.183].

The timestep control algorithm mes three sensors to control the size of the timestep. The
sensors monitor the rate of change of circuit voltages and currents, nonconvergence timepoints,
and source breakpoints. The rate-of-change sensor is the predominant mechanism which
affects the choice of time-steps. The other two sensors modify the timestep predicted by the
rate-of-change sensor. Additiona1y, the timestep control a.lgorithms also have upper and lower
limits for the timestep size. All these mechanisms work together to predict the best timestep
for the simulation.

The LTE a1gorithm mes a routine which monitors the amount of error the numeric integration
routines are producing. The Third Divided Difference formula is used to calculate the local
truncation error [Kielkowski, 1994, p. 136]. During periods oflatency, the numeric integration
routines are extremely accurate and produce very little error. Due to the low value of the
error, the timestep control a1gorithm tries to increase the step size. Ir the circuit remains
stable, the control routine continues to increase the step size until the step size reaches the
maximum allowed limit. For the LTE timestep control routine, the maximum allowed timestep
is TSTOP/50, where TSTOP is the transient duration. As the circuit activity increases, the
numerical error increases, and this forces the timestep control a.lgorithm to decrease the
timestep. Throughout the entire transient analysis, the circuit activity is monitored by rate
of-change sensors and the necessary adjmtments of the timestep are made.

The second sensor of the timestep control a.lgoritlun measures the number of iterations re
quired to converge on a solution timepoint. In case a given timepoint fails to converge to
a solution within the mer settable ITL4 iterations, the failed timepoint is discarded, the
timestep is reduced to 1/8 of the origina1 value and the solution at the new timepoint is
reattempted. Ir the new timepoint fails, the timestep will again be cut. This process will
continue until either a convergent timepoint is found, or the step size is reduced below the
allowed minimum step size of TSTOP/50· 109 , where TSTOP is the tota1 transient duration.
When the latter occurs PSpice halts the solution a.lgorithm and prints the "internal timestep
too small" warning message.

Pulse and piecewise linear circuit sources generate pulse waveforms with sharp leading and
trailing edges, which are precursors to circuit transitions. Due to this, PSpice generates a
breakpoint table before the start of the transient simulation. The table contains the timepoints
corresponding to the beginning and end of each rising or falling edge for pulse or piecewise
linear sources. During transient analysis, PSpice forces the timestep control algorithm to
solve the circuit at each breakpoint, and automatically reduces the timestep following a
breakpoint calculation. Forcing the simulator to solve the circuit at the source breakpoints
greatly increases the accuracy of the transient output [Kielkowski, 1994, p. 132].

As explained above, the intemal timestep which PSpice mes to calculate the solution voltages
is not equal to the mer given value of the timestep. During transient simulation, all the
solution values are saved in memory. At the end of the transient analysis, PSpice mes a
linear interpolation routine to generate the evenly spaced output points as shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Internal timepoints
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Figure 4.2: The internal timepoints calculated by PSpice and points printed in the output
file.



Chapter 5

Electrical Modeling of the
Breathing Circuits

5.1 Introduction

To derive the electrical models of the two breathing circuits discussed in Chapter 3, we will
fust derive the e1ectrical models of the different components of the breathing circuits. In
the model of a breathing circuit we will use the "multiple model" principle as Beneken et al.
[Beneken & Rideout, 1968] have used to model the Bain Circuit. In the Master (pressure
flow) model of a breathing circuit the pressure and flow of the gases are modeled. In the
Slave (carbon dioxide transport) model the transport of CO2 through the breathing circuit is
modeled. The flow ofgases calculated in the Master model is linked to the Slave model in order
to calculate the transport of carbon dioxide in the system. After deriving the multiple models
of both breathing circuits, we will also explain how common ventilator faults as discussed in
section 3.5 are modeled.

5.2 Master Model

5.2.1 Electrical Modeling of a Piece of Tube

In the modeling of gas flows in the respiratory and breathing systems, we are concemed with
the variables pressure and flow. Similar to the assumptions made in the derivation of the
electrical model of the lungs in Chapter 2.3 we will assume that the gas flowing through a piece
of tube may be regarded as an incompressible Huid with simple Newtonian characteristics.
The tubes (inspiratory or expiratory or endotracheal tube) are assumed to be made up of
cylindrical vessels with rigid walls. An ideal segment of this kind is shown in Fig. 5.1.

If we assume that the input and output pressures are respectively ~n and Pout, and that the
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Figure 5.1: Idealized segment of tube.

flow is V, as shown in Fig. 5.1, then the pressure difference between the ends of the tube is
given by

Pin - Pout = V .R,

with R the resistance of the tube given by the Poiseuille steady-state fonnula.

(5.1)

Using the table of analogies between mechanical and electrical quantities, Table 5.1, the
potential difference between the ends of aresistor, see Fig. 5.2, is given by

Ein - Eout = I . R, (5.2)

where Ein and Eout are respectively the voltages at the positive and negative nodes of the
resistor, I is the current, and Ris the resistance.

R

Figure 5.2: Electrical equivalent of a segment of tube in the Master model.

Quantity Symbol Units Quantity Symbol Units
Volume V I Charge Q C
Flow V Ijs Current I A
Pressure P cmH20 Voltage E V
Resistance R cmH2Ojl/s Resistance R 11
Compliance C l/cmH2O Capacitance C F

Table 5.1: Analogous Quantities in Mechanical and Electrical Systems.
I Mechanical I Electrical I

The electrical Master model of a tube (endotracheal, inspiratory and expiratory tube) is
represented by a resistance. For simplicity we have chosen this fust order approximation of a
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non-linear phenomena. However, in PSpice it is possible to model non-linear resistances by
changing the model definition of the resistor element.

5.2.2 Passive Valve

The unidireetional passive valves used in the Ohmeda circle system ean be mode1ed with the
aid of junction diodes. The ideal diode will conduct current when it is forward biased, i.e.
the voltage differenee between its anode and eathode is positive. Ir the junction is reverse
biased, the diode will not conduct and it ean be thought of as an open circuit. The function
of the junction diode is thus similar to the pneumatic valve.

There are a number of effects which distinguish the ideal pneumatic valve from the real one.
First, there is a minimum positive pressure difference needed to initiate gas flow. Second, the
valve will offer a resistance because it poses a restriction in the system [Dorsch & Dorsch, 1975,
p. 200]. Local turbulenee will also occur in the valve [Dorsch & Dorsch, 1975, p. 141, p. 200].
Finally, a back leak of the valve is also expected. Due to the imposed limitations, the above
mentioned minimum pressure, the valve resistance, and the back leak have not been measured.

In the semi-conductor library of PSpice there are a number of diodes which the user ean
choose from. Ir the used diode is not in the library there is the possibility for the user to
define diodes. In the simulations, the diode of type 1N4148 was used.

5.2.3 Active Valve

The valves used by the Siemens Servo ventilator have a different construction than those of the
Ohmeda system. Furthennore, there is a difference in the operation between the inspiratory
and the expiratory valves of the Servo 900. The fact that both valves are active is of relevance
for our study. In our research we will only model the funetioning of the valves. The active
valves are modeled by current-controlled switches.

The current-controlled switch, named the W component in PSpice, is a special kind of voltage
controlled resistor. It has a resistanee of ROFF or RON between its terminals when it is
respective1y switched off or on. The current through the voltage souree Vc determines whether
the switch is in the on or off state. The switch resistance varies continuously between RON
and ROFF [PSpice Ref., 1993, pp. 186-187]. In the mode1ISWITCH ofthe current-eontrolled
switch the on/offresistanee and the on/off control current thresholds are defined.

Sinee respiration is aperiodic process, the active valves are controlled by pulse wavefonn
periodic signals. The periodic pulse generated by the independent current souree Ic fiows
through the help resistor R and the zero-voltage voltage souree Vel, see Fig. 5.3. The two
current-controlled switches representing the inspiratory and expiratory valves of the Servo
900 are eontrolled by separate current sourees.

lIn PSpice current meters are implemente<i with voltage sourees with a value of 0 Volts.
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Figure 5.3: The current-controlled switch W and the controlling signal Ic.

5.2.4 Relief Valve

The relief valve releases excess gas in the breathing system to a scavenging system of the
hospital, when a maximum attainable pressure is reached. Remembering the fact that pressure
is modeled as voltage in the Master model, the relief valve must then be modeled by a device
which conducts electricity when a certain maximum voltage is reached. The relief valve can
be modeled by a Zener diode as Öztan has suggested [Öztan, 1994, 47]. A Zener diode of
type D1N750 has been chosen for modeling of the relief valves in both breathing circuits.

5.2.5 Bellows

The bellows in the Oluneda circle system is filled with the expired gas during expiration, and
due to the working pressure on the bellows the collected gas is forced towards the patient
during inspiration. The volume change ~V as a result of the pressure difference between the
inside Pi and outside Po of the bellows is given by [Kirshner & Katz, 1975]

(5.3)

where C is the compliance of the bellows (Fig. 5.4).

Using the table of analogies, equation 5.3 can be written in electrical quantities as

(5.4)

Hence the bellows is the mechanical analog of an electrical blocking capacitor. The working
pressure which is applied and released during respectively inspiration and expiration can be
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Po "t"'""""--------,

Figure 5.4: Bellows configuration.

modeled by a constant current source lbeu which is short circuited by the current-controlled
switch W beU during expiration, see Fig. 5.5.

Wbell

Figure 5.5: Master model of the bellows.

The capacitance of the bellows should be much greater than the capacitance of the patient's
lungs because it should be easily inflatable. The constant current source has a value equal to

(5.5)

where Ytidal is the tidal volume, t ina is the inspiration time, and lIg is the fresh gas flow.

5.2.6 Fresh Gas Souree

The fresh gas source in the Ohmeda circle system is necessary to compensate the lost gas in
the c10sed system and to provide the anesthetics to the patient. It is a constant gas source,
and it can therefore be modeled electrically with a constant independent current source l,g.
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5.2.7 Carbon Dioxide Absorber

The Carbon Dioxide Absorber in the Ohmeda circle system absorbs CO2 from the exhaled
gas, which was stored in the bellows, during inspiration. The materials used for the sidewalls
of the canister is either glass or plastic. Therefore, the absorber doesn't have a compliance.
The canister will have a small resistance to gas flow, but it wasn't possible for us to measure
or to find in the literature what the value of this resistance is. The Master model of the CO2

absorber is a resistance.

5.3 Slave Model

5.3.1 Piece of Tube

In the Slave model of both breathing circuits, the endotracheal tube, the inspiratory and
expiratory tubes, the Y-piece, and all the valves ean be modeled using the same model of a
piece of tube.

The transport of CO2 in a breathing circuit is a two dimensional problem. The fust dimension
is distance, and the second is time [Beneken et al., 1985]. To solve the transport problem,
both dimensions are divided into small segments. The division of time into discrete units is,
as explained in section 4.4, regulated by the timestep algorithm of PSpice. But the division of
the tubes into small segments is llllder our contro!. Before we decide into how many segments
a tube of volume V liters is to be divided, we must fust derive the electrical model of a piece
of tube. The derivation of the electrical model is based on the mathematical formulas given
in [Beneken et al., 1985].

Consider a tube divided into five segments, each with a volume equal to Vi, see Fig. 5.6. For
simplicity, it is assumed that all volumes of the segments are equal. The partial pressure of
CO2 in segment i at time t is

VC02 ,i(t) _ VC02 ,.{t - At) + V(t)At VC02 ,i-l(t - At) _ V(t)At VC02 ,ï{t - At) (5.6)
Vi(t) - Vi(t - At) Vi(t - At) Vi-l(t - At) Vi(t - At) Vi(t - At) ,

where

• VCO"i(t) is the CO2 volume in segment i at time t.

• Vi(t) is the volume of segment i.

• V is the total gasflow through the eompartment.

Equation 5.6 cau be formulated in words as:

The partial pressure of CO2 in segment i at time t is equal to the partial pressure of CO2 in
segment i at the previous time t - At plus the amount of CO 2 that entered segment i from
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i-2 j-1 i+1 i+2

Figure 5.6: A piece of tube divided into five segments.

segment i - 1 during the time interval l:i.t minus the amount of CO2 that leaves segment i
during the time interval Llt.

Using Table 5.2.1, equation 5.6 can be written in electrical quantities as

QCO.,i(t) = QCO.,i(t -l:i.t) + I(t)l:i.t QCO.,i-l(t - l:i.t)
Qi(t) Qi(t - l:i.t) Qi(t - At) Qi-l(t - l:i.t)

I(t)l:i.t QCO.,i(t -l:i.t)
Qi(t -l:i.t) Qi(t - l:i.t) .

(5.7)

The charge Q stored by a capacitor with capacitance C when a potential difference E is
applied across it cau be fonnulated as

Q=CE.

Using equation 5.8, equation 5.7 can be written as

CiEco.At) = CiEc02 ,i(t -l:i.t) + I(t)l:i.t Ci-1Eco2,i-l(t -l:i.t)
CiEi(t) CiEi(t - l:i.t) CiEi(t - l:i.t) Ci-1Ei-1(t - l:i.t)

I(t)l:i.t CiEc02 ,i(t - l:i.t)
CiEi(t - l:i.t) CiEi(t - l:i.t) .

Simplifying equation 5.9 gives

(5.8)

(5.9)

Eco2 At) = Eco.At - Llt) + I(t)l:i.t ECO.,i-l(t - l:i.t)
Ei(t) Ei(t -l:i.t) Ei(t -l:i.t) CiEi-1(t - l:i.t)

I(t)At EC02 ,i(t -l:i.t)
Ei(t - l:i.t) CiEi(t - l:i.t) .

(5.10)

When we consider small time steps At, the product I(t)l:i.t can be written as an integral, and
equation 5.10 becomes
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Equation 5.11 can be modeled in PSpice with the electrical circuit shown in Fig. 5.7 where
FC02 ,i represents the fraction of e02 in compartmEillt i.

FC02. 1"* I

FC02. I·' FC02, I

Figure 5.7: Electrical circuit of equation 5.11.

The partial pressure of CO2 at compartment i is represented by the voltage across the capac
itor ei. The volume of the segment is represented by the capacitance. The current controlled
current source has a value equal to the flow in the Master model times the partial pressure
of COz in segment i - 1.

In order to model the transport of e02 in both directions through the tube, a current
controlled current source parallel to the one in Fig. 5.7 has to he added. The electrical model
of a piece of tube (endotracheal, airways, Y-piece, breathing tubes, and valves) is represented
in Fig. 5.8.

In the implementation with PSpice, a piece of tube has heen defined in a subcircuit2 definition
of a piece of tube has been used in the implementation. This circumvents the tedious and
error sensitive job ofre-writing all the elements in one compartment for all the compartments
in the Slave model. PSpice treats a subcircuit as a new device type with a name starting
with au X. Whenever the subcircuit is called by the Xcomp statement, all the statements in
the definition replace the calling statement. The nodes in the calling statement replace the
argument nodes in the defining statement. The circuit shown in Fig. 5.8 is defined as follows:

.SUBCKT POT 700 701 702 703

G1 700 701 Value={(abs(V(703» + V(703»*(V(700»/2}

* I I
• Exhaled flow CO_2 pp at the previous compartrnent

2 A subcircuit is a macro facility of PSpice that computes a circuit function as a "sub-network" of connected
components.
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FC02. ~,* (abs(l) - 1)/2

•

FC02• i

FC02. i * (abs(l) + 1)/2

Figure 5.8: Slave model of a piece of tube

G2 701 700 Value={(abs(V(702» + V(702»*(V(701»/2}

* I I
* Inhaled flow CO_2 pp at the end of this compartment

Ccomp 701 0
Rhelpc 701 0
.ENDS POT

15u
lOOG

Volume of compartment
Help resistance

The name of the subcircuit Piece Of Thbe (POT) and the argument nodes are given in the fust
line of the subcircuit definition. Gl and G2 are the voltage-controlled current sources shown
in Fig. 5.8. The value of the current delivered by these voltage-controlled current sources
is described in the mathematica! expression after the Value statement. The voltage V(703)
is the value of the current measured in the Master modeP. The capacitor Ccomp represents
the volume of the compartment. A help resistance Rhelpc with a high value (not shown in
Fig. 5.8) was added so that the node 701 does not float.

5.3.2 Lungs

The lungs are regarded as one compartment, with a varying volume as a function of time in
the Slave model. It is assumed that there is a constant delivery of CO2 during the complete

3The current measured with a current meter is copied to a current-controlled voltage souree. The voltage
across this current-controlled voltage source is hence equal to the measured current.
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respiratory cycle. The partial pressure of CO2 in the hmgs during inspiration at time t is

VC02.Zungs(t) = VC02 ,Zungs(t - at) + VdiJf(t)at + . Vins(t)at VC02 ,1(t - at)
VL1'ngs(t) VL1'ngs(t - at) VL1'ngs(t - at) VL1'ngs(t - at) V1(t - at) , (5.12)

where

• VC02 ,l1'ngs(t) is the CO2 volume in the lungs at time t.

• VLungs(t) is the volume of the lungs,

• Vdi!J(t) is the diffusion flow,

• Vins (t) is the inspiratory flow,

• VC~,2(:t) is the concentration of CO2 in compartment 1.

Using Table 5.2.1, equation 5.12 becomes

QC02,lungs(t) = QC02.lungs(t - 6t) + ldiJf(t)at + Iins (t)6t QC02.1(t - 6t). (5.13)
QZungs(t) QZ1'ngs(t - at) QZungs(t - at) QZungs(t - at) Ql(t - at)

Using the relationship Q = CE, equation 5.13 becomes

CZ1'ngsEC02,l1'ngs(t) = CZ1'ngs EC02 ,l1'ngs (t - at) + ldi!J(t)at
Czungs EZungs (t) CZung.• Elungs(t - at) CZungsEZungs(t - 6t)

+ Iins(t)at CIEco2.1(t).
Cl1'ngsEl1'ngs(t - at) C1E1(t)

Sïmplifying equation 5.14, we get

EC02 ,lungs(t) = EC02 ,lungs(t - at) + ldiJf(t)at
Etot,l1'ngs(t) EZ1'ngs(t - at) CZungsEZ1'ngs(t - 6t)

+ Iins(t)at EC02 ,1(t) .
Cl1'ngsEl1'ngs(t - At) E1(t)

Which can also be written as

1+--
CZ1'ngs

The partial pressure of CO2 in the lungs during expiration can be written as

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

VC02 ,lungs(t) = VC02 ,l1'ng8(t - at) + vdi!J(t)at
VLungs(t) VLung8(t - 6t) Vi1'ngs(t - at)

Vex(t)at VC02 ,l1'ngs(t - at)
Vl1'ngs(t - at) Vi1'ng8(t - at) .

(5.17)
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Using the electrical analogues of the mechanica! quantities, we get

QCO"/ungs(t) = QCO"Ztmga(t - Àt) + ldiJJ(t)Àt
QLungs(t) QLungs(t - Àt) Qlungs(t - Àt)

Iex(t)Àt QCO"lungs(t - Àt)
Qlunga(t - Àt) QLungs(t - Àt)

, (5.18)

ClungsECO"lungs(t) = CtungsECO"lunga(t - Àt) + ldiJJ(t)Àt
Ctunga Elunga(t) ClungaELungs(t - Àt) ClungsElungs(t - Àt)

Ie,.,(t)Àt ClungaECO"lungs(t - Àt)

Simplifying equation 5.19 gives

ECO"lungs(t) = ECO"lungs(t - Àt) + ldiJJ(t)Àt
Elungs(t) Elungs(t - Àt) ClungaElungs(t - Àt)

Iex(t)Àt ECO"lungs(t - Àt)

In integral form equation 5.20 is

t+6.t

ECO"lungs(t) = ECO"lungs(t - Àt) + ldiJ! J 1 dr
Elunga(t) Elungs(t - Àt) Clunga Elungs(r - Àt)

t

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

The volume ofthe lungs 'Viunga(t) is a variabie which depends on the compliance ofthe lungs,
the pressure in the lungs, and the functional residual capacity of the lungs. Volumes are
represented in the electrica! domain by capacitors, hence the variabie volume of the lungs
must be modeled with a variabie capacitor.

Variabie capacitances can be modeled in PSpice using the YX-component as shown in Fig. 5.9.
The YX-component is a subcircuit with five nodes. lt has two inputs and one output.

4

YX
component

2 5
3 -1Cva<= E",*C,..IC.

Figure 5.9: The YX-component used to model variabie capacitors in PSpice.
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The control voltage source ~n is connected to the input between nodes 1 and 2, the reference
capacitor Gre! is connected to the second input at node 3, and the vaI'iable capacitance GtJar

appears at the output, between nodes 4 and 5. The value of the variabie capacitance is equal
to the product of the voltage source and the reference capacitance. In our Slave model of
the lungs, the value of the variabie voltage source is the voltage in the Master model over
the lung capacitance Cl' The reference capacitor has the value of the lung capacitance. The
varying capacitance at the output of the YX-component represents the varying volume of the
lungs. In order to model the functional residual capacity of the lungs, a second capacitor
parallel to the output of the YX-component is connected. The resulting Slave model of the
lungs together with the fust compartment of the trachea is shown in Fig. 5.10. The current
source lài.ff represents the diffusion flow of CO2 into the lungs.

FC02,lungs

FC02, 1 * lins

FC02,'

Figure 5.10: The Slave model of the lungs and the fust compartment.

5.3.3 Bellows

The Slave model of the bellows is similar to the model of the lungs because it also has a
varying volume. Hence, it is modeled using the afore mentioned YX-component. The control
voltage source has a value equal to the voltage across the bellows capacitor in the Master
model, and the reference capacitor is equal to the value of the bellows capacitor in the Master
model. The bellows is not compressed completely, the volume of the bellows varies around
a certain value. This volume is represented by a capacitor parallel to the varying capacitor.
The Slave model of the bellows is shown in Fig. 5.11.

5.3.4 Carbon Dioxide Absorber

The carbon dioxide absorber in the Ohmeda circ1e system absorbs the G02 in the gas passing
through it. The concentration of the G02 at the output of this element is lower than at the
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FC02. t (abs(l) - 1)/2

•

FC02,I

FC02. bell * (abs(I) + 1)/2

FC02• bell

Vfbell Vvbell

Figure 5.11: The Slave model of the bellows.

input if the absorbent is not exhausted. The Slave model of the CO 2 absorber is shown in
Fig. 5.12.

FC02.•,. a· (abs(l) + 1)/2
---+

FC02. i • (abs{l) + 1)/2
---+

FC02. ;.1

+-
FCOl. ; • (abs(l) - 1)/2 I C02abo +-

FC02. 1+1· a • (abs{l) - 1)/2

Figure 5.12: The Slave model of the CO2 absorber.

The four voltage-controlled current sources in Fig. 5.12 represent the flow of CO2 • The
capacitor VC02oo11 represents the volume of the absorbent canister which must be equal to or
more than the tidal volume [Dorsch & Dorsch, 1975, p. 198]. This restriction is necessary
so that the expired gas which flows into the absorber has enough time to be washed out of
CO2 by the soda lime. The mu1tiplication factor a in the top left, and bottom right voltage
controlled current sources represents the reciprocal of the absorption coefficient. When the
absorbent is fresh, a has a small value and as the absorbent becomes exhausted a tends to
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go to 1. In our simu1ations of the fresh absorber a has a value of 10-9
•

The exhaustion time of the absorbent is defined as the total length of time a canister may
be used before it fails to keep the CO2 concentration at an acceptable level. Although
a lot of work has been done to determine the exhaustion time for individual canisters, it
is never possible to state the exhaustion time for a canister with any certainty. This is
because exhaustion time is influenced by many factors, such as: acceptable inspired CO2

level, channeling, rate of CO2 production of the patient, pattem of ventilation, fresh gas flow,
and theoretical absorbent capacity [Dorsch & Dorsch, 1975, p. 191]. In our model of the
correctly functioning Oluneda circle system, a has a constant value.

5.4 Complete Models

In the two previous sections, the Master and Slave models of the components have been
described. Using these components the Master, and Slave models of the Oluneda circle
system, and the Siemens Servo 900 have been constructed. These models are discussed in the
next subsections.

5.4.1 Ohmeda Circle System

Using the components described in sections 5.2 and 5.3 the electrical model of the Oluneda
circle system has been built. The Master and Slave models of the Oluneda circle system are
given in respectively Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14. The values of the components in the Master
model have been estimated from measurements under normal operation conditions. The
lumped resistances have been divided using prior knowledge (e.g. the endotracheal tube has
the highest resistance in the lumped inspiratory resistance due to smaller diameter). Table
5.2 lists the number of compartments and the volumes of the segments representing different
components of the patient and breathing circuit. The vohune of the total tubing system was
measured, and the other volumes listed in the table have been estimated.
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RC02

Ry2

Figure 5.13: The Master model of the Ohmeda circle system.

Table 5.2: Number and volume of compartments for each component of the patient and
Ohmeda circle system.
I Portion of System I No. of CompartmeniiJ Volume of Compartment [mI] I

LllllgS (FRC) 1 4000
Trachea and endotracheal tube 8 15
Y-piece 4 15
Inspiratory tube 27 15
Expiratory tube 27 15
CO z absorber 1 400
Bellows 1 4000
Valve 1 15
Total system 72 9435
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Fig. 5.14: The Slave model ofthe Ohmeda circle system,
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5.4.2 Siemens Servo Ventilator

Using the components described in sections 5.2 and 5.3 the electrical model of the Siemens
Servo Ventilator has been built. The Master and Slave models of the Siemens Servo 900 Ven
tilator are given in respectively Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16. The parameters of the Master model
have been estimated from signals measured during nonna! operation of the ventilator. The
lumped resistances have been divided using prior knowiedge. The number of compartments
and their volumes are listed in Table 5.3.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Fig. 5.15: The Master model of the Siemens Servo 900 Ventilator.

Lungs (FRC) 1 3000
Trachea and endotrachea! tube 8 15
Y-piece 4 15
Inspiratory tube 27 15
Expiratory tube 27 15
Valve 1 15
Total system 70 4035

Table 5.3: Number and volume of compartments for each component of the patient and
Siemens Servo 900.
I Portion of System I No. of Compartments I Volume of Compartment [mI] ]
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Fig. 5.16: The Slave model of the Siemens Servo 900 Ventilator.
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5.5 Modeling of Ventilator Faults

Ventilator faults which were described in chapter 3.5 can'be modeled in our electrical models
of the breathing systems.

Leaks in tubes are simulated as resistors to ground, see Fig. 5.17. The value of the leak resis
tance R1eak in Fig. 5.17 is inversely proportional to the size of the leak. Since we are interested
in leaks at three positions (inspiratory tube, expiratory tube, and Y-piece) three resistances
to ground were added to the Master model of the breathing circuits at the corresponding
locations.

Fig. 5.17: hnplementation of a leak in the inspiratory limb of the Ohmeda circle system with
a leak resistance R1eak to ground.

An obstruction hinders the flow of gas through the tube. The flow of gas is proportional to
the resistance of the tube. Hence an obstruction can be simulated with an increase in the
resistance of the tube in the Master model. We have chosen to investigate obstructions in the
inspiratory tube, expiratory tube, and in the Y-piece.

Unidirectional valves which don't close completely, and therefore allow an unwanted flow of
gas, are simulated with a resistance parallel to the diode or the current controlled switch.
The value of the resistance is inversely proportional to the size of the valve leak.

The absorption capacity of the CO2 absorbent has its limits as mentioned in section 5.3.4.
The factor a in Fig. 5.12 denoted the reciprocal of the absorption coefficient of the absorber.
An exhausted absorber can be simulated with a decrease in the absorption coefficient or an
increase in the factor a. The maximum value which a can have is 1 because a higher value
would mean an amplification of the CO2 concentration.
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Chapter 6

Results and Discussion

The circuit files of the electrical circuits shown in Fig. 5.13, Fig. 5.14, Fig. 5.15, and Fig. 5.16
have been written and using PSpice version 5.0a the simulations have been performed. We
have investigated both breathing systems 1lllder normal conditions, and during a number of
malfunctions. The results of the ma1functioning ventilator simulations have been compared
with experiments performed at the University of Florida, Gainesville, and at the University
of Limburg, Maastricht. Furthermore, the distribution of CO2 in the Ohmeda circle system
has been analyzed.

6.1 The Ohmeda Circle System

6.1.1 Normal functioning

The parameters listed in Table A.1 in the Appendix were substituted in the circuit file of the
circle breathing system. The airway pressure, expiratory flow, and capnograms obtained from
the PSpice simulations are compared with the measurements performed using the Gainesville
Anesthesia Simulator (GAS), see Fig. 6.1.

A comparison of the curves obtained from experimental measurements and the electrical
PSpice model shows good agreement. However, the plateau slope ofthe measured capnogram
is not present in our result.

6.1.2 CO2 distribution

Figure 6.2 represents the capnograms obtained by simulated sensors at the locations shown
in Fig. 6.3.

In Fig. 6.2 (a) the concentration ofC02 at the 11lllgs (solid line) and at the fust compartment

63
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Figure 6.1: A comparison of the experimental waveforms (a) and waveforms obtained from
the PSpice model (b).

of the Oluneda Slave model are ShOWIl. The CO2 concentration in the lungs varies around
the value of 5.9%. During inspiration the CO2 concentration in the lungs decreases as the
volume of the lungs increases and during expiration the concentration increases. The CO2

concentration in the fust compartment of the trachea has approxirnately a constant value and
decreases to 0% at the end of inspiration.

When we inspect Fig. 6.2 (b), the transport of CO2 in the trachea (solid line) , endotracheal
tube (dotted) and Y-piece (dashed) becomes visible. Compartments 8 and 10 are respectively
the sites where the CO2 is measured in the experimental set up and the intersection point of
the three branches of the Y-piece. The delay between the capnograms measured at the three
sites is clearly visible. As expected, during normal functioning, the CO2 concentration in the
inspiratory limb of the breathing circuit is very low, see Fig. 6.2 (c).

In Fig. 6.2 (d) the CO2 concentrations at two locations in the expiratory limb are plotted
together with the CO2 concentration at the intersection of the three branches of the Y
piece (solid line). During inspiration the concentration remains constant (see the dotted
line) because there is no flow of gas in the expiratory limbo When the expiration starts, the
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Figure 6.2: Capnograms obtained at different locations in the Oluneda eirc1e system. See
Fig. 6.3 for locations of the sensors.

CO2 is transported to the next eompartment and the CO2 eoncentration at the sampling
site decreases. When it reaches zero, the CO2 from the current expiration arrives at the
compartment and the concentration increases. If we study the capnogram measured at a site
loeated further in the expiratory hose (dashed), the CO2 eoncentration in this compartment
doesn't reach zero at the end of inspiration. Before a.ll the CO2 is transported to the next
compartment, CO2 arrives at the eompartment. At the eonunence of expiration a sma.ll
peak is visible. This can be explained as follows: A sma1l amount of CO2 from the previous
compartment is transported to the measuring site eausing an increase in CO2 , but the flow
of CO2 out of the eompartment is higher I and therefore the CO2 coneentration decreases
immediately after the increase.

If we look at the CO2 concentration in the absorber, Fig. 6.2 (e), we can see that the CO2

coneentration is extremely low as is expected. During inspiration, when the CO2 rich gas from
the bellows is blown into the absorber, we ean see the coneentration rise. During expiration,
the eoneentration decreases due to the flow of fresh gas through the absorber.
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Figure 6.3: Sensor locations in the Slave model of the Ohmeda circle system.

6.1.3 Malfunetions

Malfunctions occuring in the Oluneda circle system have been simulated with our PSpice
model. The faults were introduced in the electrical model during inspiration.

In Fig. 6.4 the three model wavefonns during an imcompetent expiratory valve are compared
with the wavefonns obtained from the Gainesville Anesthesia Simulator.
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Figure 6.4: Incompetent expiratory valve simulations.
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An ind.ication of an expiratory valve leak is the negative expiratory flow during inspiration.
fu both simulations the negative flow is clearly visible. However, due to noise, the decrease in
pressure during the malfunction is not 50 clearly visible in the measurements as in the PSpice
simulations. fu the PSpice capnograms, the backfl.ow of CO2 through the expiratory tube to
the measuring site at the beginning of inspiration is better visible. We can see that the CO2

concentration decreases when fresh gas reaches the measuring site. This phenomenon is to a
less extent observable in the GAS wavefonn.

Expiratory hose obstruction simulation is shown in Fig. 6.5 together with the waveforms from
the anesthesia simulator.
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Figure 6.5: Expiratory hose obstruction simulations.

fu the PSpice simulation two obstructions have been simulated. The solid and dashed line in
Fig. 6.5 (b) respective1y represent small and large expiratory hose obstructions. If we compare
the PSpice wavefonn with the GAS signal, then the decrease in flow due to inereased hose
resistance is perceivable. We can a1so see that the expiratory flow doesn't exponentially reach
zero. An increase in the pressure curves of both simulations is evident. Furthennore, an
increasing trend in the pressure waveform for a large obstruction is noticabie. The effect of
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the reduced expiratory flow on the capnogram is a reduced plateau width, and this can be
seen in both simulations. .

Fig. 6.6 shows the exhausted CO2 absorber simulations with PSpice together with the GAS
wavefonns. In the flow and pressure curves of the GAS and our PSpice model there are no
changes when the fault is introduced. Rebreathing of CO2 during inspiration is visible in
both CO2 wavefonns.
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Figure 6.6: Exhausted CO2 absorber simulations.
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6.2 Siemens Servo 900

6.2.1 Normal functioning

Inspiratory pressure, expiratory flow, and capnogram obtained from experiments are com
pared with the PSpice-generated wavefonns in Fig. 6.7. The parameters extracted from the
experimental measurements on a goat have been used for the PSpice model, see Tabel A.2 in
the Appendix for parameter values.
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Figure 6.7: A comparison of the experimental waveforms (a) and wavefonns obtained from
the PSpice model (b) of the Siemens Servo 900 Ventilator.

6.2.2 Malfunctions

The waveforms during an expiratory valve leak are shown in Fig. 6.8. With the laboratory
setup in Maastricht we are not able to perform valve leaks, and therefore the simulations
can't be compared with experimental measurements.
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Figure 6.8: Incompetent expiratory valve simulation.

In the expiratory flow curve, a positive flow through the valve, bypassing the subject, during
inspiration is visible. The effect of decreased ventilation of the lungs is also apparent in the
flow during expiration because the initial value of the expiratory flow is much lower than
under normal circumstances. Due to the decreased flow to the subject's lungs, the pressure
in the lungs doesn't build up to the normallevel of approximately 15 cmH20. We can also
notice the trend in the capnogram. Since the CO2 production by the subject is not affected by
the decreased ventilation, the concentration of CO2 rises. When the malfunction is corrected,
the flow and pressure immediate1y return to their nonnal values but for the capnograms some
time is necessary until the excess CO2 is washed out by the fresh gas.

Examples of an obstruction and a leak in the Siemens Servo 900 are illustrated in respective1y
in Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10. The experimental curves are shown in the left column and the
PSpice simulations on the right. The obstruction was located in the expiratory hose and the
leak was located proximal to the inspiratory valve.

When the expiratory hose obstruction is introduced, the expiratory flow decreases due to the
increased expiratory tube resistance, see Fig. 6.9. In both pressure signals an increasing trend
is visible. Furthennore, the increase in the CO2 concentration, a reduced plateau width, and
a slope in the plateau are present in both capnograms.
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Figure 6.9: Expiratory hose obstruction simulation.

In Fig. 6.10 the maximum value of expiratory flow decreases due to the decreased inspiratory
flow to the patient. During the inspiratory pause, the pressure decreases because although
both valves are open there is a gas flow out ofthe breathing circuit. Furthermore, the pressure
curve is lower during the malfunction as a result of the decreased ventilation. This malfunction
also affects the capnogram, and an increase in the CO2 concentration during expiration is
apparent.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Suggestions

In this research, two well-known breathing circuits have been modeled by using PSpice. Al
though electrical models of both breathing circuits had been derived in the past by Öztan,
they were not complete and inadequate. His models have been improved and the problems
which he had encountered have been solved. Our new PSpice models allow monitoring of
flow, pressure, and capnograms at every possible location in a breathing circuit.

Comparison ofthe Ohmeda circle system simulation with the Gainesville Anesthesia Simulator
show very good agreement. The extended Slave model of the Ohmeda breathing circuit has
enabled us to monitor CO2 distribution in the entire system. Since measurements of CO2

concentration at different locations were not available, the results couldn't be compared.
However, the obtained results are explainable, and are as expected.

The developed electrical model of the Siemens Servo 900 has also been compared with ex
perimental measurements. The result of the simulations are in good agreement with the
measurements performed at the University of Limburg.

Furthermore, various common faults occuring in breathing circuits can be simulated with our
models. Anesthesia equipment failure have been simulated and compared with experimental
measurements. The results of the simulations for both breathing circuits were similar to
experimental results.

It is worthwhile to note that the electrical mode1s described in this M.Sc. thesis can be useful
in the development of intelligent alarm systems. Functioning and ma.lfi.mctioning of artificial
ventilators can be simulated with more ease and less cost than with patient simulators.

PSpice has shown to be an appropiate simulation program for modeling breathing circuits.
PSpice models of the common breathing circuit components have been derived. However, we
recommend that the characteristics of these components be measured to improve the models
and validate their accuracy. Ifthe Windows version ofPSpice is used, breathing circuit mode1s
can be constructed more easily by choosing components from a library and placing them in
the e1ectrical circuit.
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Appendix A

Numerical Values of Master Model
Components

Table A.l: Values of elements in the Master model of the Ohmeda circle system.

I Element I Value of the element I Corresponds with I
Rl 1 kO 1 cmH2O/1/s
Cl 50 p,F O.051/cmH2O
Rendn 5 kO 5 cmH2O/1/s
Ryl 2 kO 2 cmH2O/1/s
Ry2 2 kO 2cmH2O/I/s
Ry3 2 kO 2 cmH2O/1/s
R.n$p 2 kO 2 cmH2O/1/s
Rexp 2 kO 2cmH2O/1/s
CbeU 800 p,F 0.8I/cmH2O

Table A.2: Values of elements in the Master model of the Siemens Servo 900 ventilator.

I Element I Value of the element I Corresponds with I
Rl 1 kO 1 cmH2O/1/s
Cl 120 p,F 0.12 I/cm H20
Rend.o 2 kO 2 cmH2O/1/s
Ryl 1 kO 1 cmH2O/1/s
Ry2 0.5 kO 0.5cmH2O/1/s
Ry3 0.5 kO O.5cmH2O/1/s
~n8p 1 kO 1 cmH2O/1/s
R exp 1 kO 1 cmH2O/1/s
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